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SOVIET LEGAL EDUCATION
JOHN W. HAGER*
The title of this article may imply to some readers that the subject
matter of its contents will prove to be a broad, comprehensive, and
analytical study of all phases of Soviet legal education. No such implica-
tion is intended by the particular title selected, and lest the reader be
disappointed at a later point, he is warned here that any broad, all-in-
clusive inferences drawn from the title are neither accurate nor will they
be justified by what follows. The author's purposes are much less am-
bitious and much more limited in number and in scope. By this article
he proposes to accomplish three things, namely: (1) to give a relatively
brief, purely descriptive account of Soviet legal education as it exists
today to serve merely as an informational background to the analysis
which follows such account; (2) to analyze the trends in Soviet legal
education, as one segment of an exceedingly complex culture, from the
Revolution to the present time to ascertain the jurisprudential, philosophi-
cal, and sociological aims and purposes which the Soviets seek to serve
by legal education; and (3) to ascertain within the restrictive limits im-
posed upon any type of comparative law study how effective Soviet legal
education is in fulfilling the aims and purposes which are sought to be
served.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF LEGAL EDUCATION
Law Schools and Institutes
Unlike the situation which exists in the United States and in some
other countries, there are no privately operated law schools in the Soviet
Union to aid in the training of persons to become members of the legal
profession.' There are no proprietary law schools, whether these be
owned by individuals, whether they are related to some church, or whether
they are owned and operated by some corporate entity. All institutions
offering legal training in the Soviet Union are completely owned and
operated by the State. In the Soviet Union a total of twenty-one institu-
tions offer a program of law study, twelve of these being law schools and
the remaining nine being juridical institutes.' To the person who is fa-
miliar with legal education in the United States and with the large num-
ber of law schools which exist here it would appear that the number of
law schools is inordinately small for such a large country as the Soviet
Union. However, there are a number of reasons why no more law schools
* B.S., LL.B., University of Oklahoma; LL.M., New York University; Professor of Law,
The University of Tulsa College of Law.
1. Hazard, Law Practice in Russia: The Organized Bar in the U.S.S.R., 35 A.BA.J.
177 (1949).
2. I am indebted to Professor Dennis O'Connor of the New York University School
of Law for this information.
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are needed within the framework of the Soviet system. Some of these
reasons are: (1) not as many lawyers are needed in the Soviet Union as
are needed in the United States and in some other countries which might
be used as a comparison. A partial explanation of this decreased need is
found in the fact that a great deal of legal counseling, which would be
done by attorneys in other countries, is done by the many ministries of
an administrative nature;' (2) all law students, as will be explained more
fully hereafter, are paid some sort of a stipend, thus reducing the need
for a law school to be located near the student's home or place of work;
(3) the law schools conduct training during the evening hours as well as
during the daytime, thus reducing the physical facilities needed; and (4)
the number of law students being trained in any one institution is much
greater than in most law schools in other countries. For example, the
University of Moscow has over 2,000 law students, one-half of whom
are being trained during the day and the other one-half being trained in
the evening.'
Admission Requirements and Student Body
Admission to any educational institution, whether it be a law school, a
juridical institute, or some non-legal school, is regulated by a plan which
has been prepared well in advance for any particular year. Students are
admitted to the various institutions offering legal education in accordance
with a plan prepared by the Ministry of Justice.' This plan is no different
in the overall Soviet picture than a plan established for the number of
tractors to be produced in a given year. As Mr. G. M. Razi said:
Like everything else in the Soviet Union, education is cen-
trally planned. After the Central Committee of the Communist
Party has reached a decision, the Government issues laws and
decrees establishing "plans" of education to the most minute de-
tail. When the directives of the plans have been executed, be it
for the writing of certain textbooks or for the admission of an
additional number of students to a particular school, the expres-
sion used is the same that a factory might employ to announce
that it has produced its allotment of so many thousands of pairs
of shoes: 'the plan has been fulfilled.' 6
It might be said that there are three levels of legal education in the
Soviet Union at the present time, but your author makes bold to pre-
dict, for reasons indicated hereafter, that the first of these levels will
soon disappear. These three levels are: (1) intermediate legal education;
(2) graduate legal education; and (3) post-graduate study.
3. Elements of Soviet Law Seminar, New York University, 1963.
4. Morris, Soviet Legal Education, 15 J. LEGAL ED. 309 (1963).
5. Hazard, supra note 1, at 268.
6. Razi, Legal Education and the Role of the Lawyer in the Soviet Union and the
Countries of Eastern Europe, 48 CALi. L. REv. 776, 781 (1960).
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The first level, that of intermediate legal education, consists of two
years of study in special law schools which have been established by the
Ministries of Justice of the different Soviet Republics. Persons seeking
admission to these special law schools must be at least 23 years of age
and must have had seven years of elementary school. These law schools
have been established to prepare judges for the people's courts and to
prepare prosecutors at the district echelons. To this same level of educa-
tion belong courses by correspondence.7 This level of legal education
would seem to be a temporary plan to assure that most judges have some
legal training. For the propaganda value it might be important to the
Soviets that they be able to show the world that all, or nearly all, of
their judges, even those on the lowest level, have had legal training in
sharp contrast to capitalist countries like the United States where "peo-
ple's justice" is dispensed by ignorant, unlettered, and untrained Justices
of the Peace. However, this reason for the education of judges, if it
exists at all, would appear to be of minor importance in the Soviet
scheme. Rather, it would seem that the Soviets want most of their judges
to have some legal training for purely internal and administrative rea-
sons. The Bolsheviks, responding to the masses of the people who were
disgruntled at the administration of justice, introduced a simple tribunal
to be presided over by a wise elder or a communist-oriented younger per-
son. This plan was a throw-back, jurisprudentially, to what Henry Maine
described as the first stage in the development of a mature legal system.
The Soviet plan was analogous to the Anglo-Saxons with their "dooms"
and the Middle Eastern Countries with their "khadi justice." Students
of history could have told the Bolsheviks what the latter found out: jus-
tice, in a society other than one in its primitive stages, cannot be ad-
ministered by men who are untrained in law, no matter how wise they
may be, and it cannot be administered without specific rules of law. As
early as 1921 most of this simplicity of structure had been lost under
the pressure of necessity, but it was not until fairly recently that the
Soviet Union has undertaken to see that its judges have legal training.
As of 1947, sixty-four per cent of the judges in the Soviet Union had no
legal training of any kind whereas about ninety-eight per cent today have
a legal diploma of some kind.' Now that the goal of having nearly all of
the judges in the Soviet Union be persons with legal training has almost
been reached, it can be expected that this first level of education will
soon disappear and that all persons hereafter will pursue a full program
of law study rather than take the two year "short course."
The second level of legal education, the graduate level, is the more
usual method which is pursued by students in the Soviet Union as well
as the more familiar to the Western World. The requirements for admis-
7. Id. at 786.
8. Elements of Soviet Law Seminar, New York University, 1963.
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sion are not stringent, but competition for the restricted number of
openings is fierce. To be admitted, a student must have completed secon-
dary school.' Graduates of high schools who have done very well scholas-
tically are free to choose the professional school they wish to attend but
their freedom of choice is limited by the quotas placed upon each profes-
sional school. 10 Professor Clarence Morris points out that entrance is
by competitive examination and that five times as many apply as are
accepted. The University of Moscow accepts the highest 200 applicants
for its beginning class in the day program and the next highest 200 appli-
cants are accepted for the beginning class in the evening program.
All students who are studying law on this level of education receive
monetary assistance from the government. This assistance takes the form
of either a scholarship or a salary, and ranges in amount from the ruble
equivalent of $35.00 to $66.00 a month.' 2 Those students who show
promise and who do exceptionally well in their law school work are given
a bonus amounting to 25 per cent of the monthly stipend.
Under the present system a youth may choose to study law because of
the prestige of the legal profession, because of its prospective pay scale,
and because of the opportunities for promotion which the profession
seems to offer.' 8 The high degree of motivation with which the student
begins his study, the monetary incentives offered to the student while
he is in law school, and his knowledge of the lack of further opportunity
for anyone who has failed in a professional school all combine to keep
the rate of attrition very low. What little attrition there is can be at-
tributed usually to factors other than a failure to pass the courses.
From the standpoint of the number of persons entering the program,
post-graduate legal study in the Soviet Union is of relatively little im-
portance. After graduation from law school, one third of the graduates
go to the Procuracy either as investigators or administrators or prosecu-
tors, another third go into police work, about 15 per cent become house
counsel, roughly 10 per cent go into government agencies other than the
Procuracy or police, approximately 6 per cent go into private practice,
and only about one-half of one per cent go either into service or into
post-graduate legal study.'4
Post-graduate legal work is done in an Institute and admission is by
a competitive examination. In theory any qualified person may compete
9. Razi, supra note 6, at 786.
10. Hazard, supra note 1, at 268.
11. Morris, supra note 4.
12. Ibid.
13. Hazard, supra note 1, at 268.
14. I am indebted to Professor Dennis O'Connor of the New York University School of
Law for this information.
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for one of the openings, but in practice special invitations to compete
are sent out to highly qualified individuals.15 Study on this level is done
not so much for the purpose of acquiring a higher legal education as it is
to engage in writing, research, drafting legislative proposals, etc.
Curricula and Teaching Methods
The "plan" for legal education not only determines how many law
students will be admitted and to what institutions, but it also spells out
in the greatest detail the subjects a law student will take, the year of
study in which he will take each subject, the number of hours per week
which will be devoted to each subject, the division of the subjects into
courses or seminars, and the manner in which the courses and seminars
will be conducted. The present plan which has been in effect for several
years calls for a course of study which requires five years to complete
if a student is attending a day program or six years if he is attending the
evening program of law study. The subject material covered is the same
in both the day and evening divisions. The only difference being in the
time it takes to complete the subject material.
The course of study is centered on law, logic, legal history (including
Roman law), legal and political philosophy, international relations,
and social sciences bearing immediately on law and on politics. 6 Except
for a four year study of a foreign language, no purely cultural courses
are taken. Within the overall course of study there are three distinct
groups of subjects. In the first group, which can be called the ideological
curriculum, the first and second year students study Marxism-Leninism
and political economy, and the third and fourth year students study dia-
lectical and historical materialism. In the second group of subjects, the
general culture and legal background curriculum, the students study
general history of state and law, history of Soviet state and law, bourgeois
constitutions and private law, logic, accounting, Latin and modern lan-
guages. In the third group of subjects the special curriculum which con-
tains the proper juridical subjects, the students study administrative law,
penal law, civil and criminal procedure, civil law, labor law, banking law,
agrarian law, public and private international law, criminology, and psy-
chiatry. 7 Until 1963, the fifth year of law study was spent in specializ-
ing in one of the following: theory of state and law, civil law, penal law,
international law, or state and administrative law. Beginning with the
academic year 1963-1964 the plan calls for the fifth year of law study to
be spent doing practical work only." This change, however, should not
lead to an inference that no practical work is required of the student
15. Morris, supra note 4.
16. Ibid.
17. Razi, supra note 6.
18. Morris, supra note 4.
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under the older plan. After his second year, the student spends at least
five weeks every year in practice at the Prokuratura, in the courts, and
in the legal departments of government agencies.
The casebook method of teaching is not used in the law schools. One
would expect this to be true as the Soviet system of law, if it is not unique
as has been claimed, is closest in form to the Civil Law system. Instruc-
tion is by lectures, discussion classes, seminars, required written work,
and supervised practical work.
PURPOSES OF SOVIET LEGAL EDUCATION
Having now taken a relatively brief and necessarily incomplete look at
Soviet legal education in general and with that information as a back-
ground, we turn to a somewhat more difficult task. In this part of the
article the author proposes to analyze the trends in Soviet legal educa-
tion from the Revolution to the present time. One purpose of such analysis
will be to ascertain what Soviet writers, jurists, and other persons con-
ceive to be the jurisprudential, sociological, and philosophical goals to be
served by legal education. Another purpose, which is inseparable from
the first and flows inevitably from it, is to look at Soviet legal theory
generally as such theory is reflected specifically in legal education, the
latter being but a small segment of the total Soviet legal system and So-
viet culture.
Any sort of a comparative law study or analysis and indeed any ob-
servation of a foreign legal system is fraught with difficulties and is re-
plete with snares and pitfalls into which the unwary may tumble. It
would not be appropriate to the subject matter of this article to discuss
these numerous difficulties at any length. Many critical and objective
writers have done this very well for the reader who is interested.'" How-
ever, one such problem or difficulty should be noted. Just as no legal
institution and no legal proposition has any meaning out of context or
in isolation from the total legal system of which it is a part, so too, a study
of Soviet legal theory as reflected in Soviet legal education cannot be
totally isolated within the educational framework and separated from the
total legal system and indeed the total Soviet legal culture of which it is
a part. To some extent such isolation for purposes of study might be
possible in studying the legal system of a country such as the United
States, but it is not possible to any degree to do this in studying a legal
system from a totalitarian country such as the Soviet Union. Conse-
quently, the conclusions drawn hereafter and the observations made about
Soviet legal theory and the purposes and aims of Soviet legal education
must of necessity be broad enough to encompass other aspects of the
Soviet culture.




The successful revolutionary is not always a successful administrator.
A knowledge of military strategy and tactics and the practical application
of this knowledge to overthrow a regime does not guarantee necessarily
that the victorious "strong man" will be a capable and efficient administra-
tor. We have seen this proved true in our time with the events which
followed the successful overthrow of the Batista dynasty in Cuba by Fidel
Castro. So, too, was the situation to some extent in Russia immediately
following the Bolshevik Revolution. Administration of many areas and
aspects of the new culture was either non-existent or marked by disorder,
confusion, and inefficiency. Law, and thus legal education, suffered more
than most areas of the new culture from a lack of positive, direct control
and administration. There were, of course, practical reasons for the lack
of control and direction over law and legal education. As one observer put
it: "The Government was too preoccupied to devote its attention to the
formation of a legal system ... ."'o The Government was concerned with
more pressing practical problems and its attitude toward law and a legal
system was either non-existent or one of expediency for the moment. In
this initial stage, as in other stages in its history, the Soviet attitude
toward legal education was reflected in the attitude toward law in general.
"The Soviet views on legal education have been dependent upon the
Soviet attitude towards law, which has been far from consistent."21
In keeping with the attitude of expediency for the moment, those per-
sons who were chosen to preserve order and to settle disputes were
directed to utilize as "legal norms" their social consciences in keeping
with the Communist ideology and such laws of the dethroned Tsar as they
might think were still suitable as guidance. The judges and administrators
were left with no real guides and they were essentially free to behave as
they wished. In effect, there was no legal system, no developed theory of
law, and no attention paid to legal education.
Aside from the practical reasons which prevented a more detailed atten-
tion to the establishment of a legal system, there were jurisprudential and
philosophical reasons which perhaps played a far more important role
than did any reasons of practicality. Many of the revolutionaries believed
that since the state would soon "wither away" as Marx and Engels had
predicted, the legal system too would fall into disuse. A legal system was
regarded merely as a relic of the bourgeois past. "When the disappearance
of law was heralded as near, legal education naturally enjoyed no
priority."2
In this early stage of the new Soviet culture, there is no discernible
20. Shinn, The Law oj the Russian Peasant Household, 20 SLAvic REV. 601, 609 (1961).
21. Razi, supra note 17, at 783.
22. Id. at 784.
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trend in legal education and there is no conclusion we can draw as to
Soviet legal theory except such as might be suggested negatively. The role
played by legal education in any legal system is an explanation of the
characteristics of that system of law, but where no system of law is
planned for, there is no role for legal education to play. In this stage of
Soviet development, as is true of other stages and in other countries:
• .. [T]he legal system is the mirror of culture. Its content
reflects the value system of the corresponding society, especially
the value it ascribes to the person, to property, to the collectivity,
political and nonpolitical, and to the nonmaterial goals of human
endeavor. But culture is highly variable. A culture is always the
culture of this particular society at this particular time, differing
from the culture of another society or from the culture of the
same society at another time.2"
Although at this early stage of development, the Soviet culture reflects
basically only negativistic views toward a legal system and theories of
law, we should not expect any culture and its reflected views to remain
static, and that the Soviet culture did not remain static will be shown
hereafter.
Within a very short period of time following the Bolshevik Revolution,
it became clear to the rulers that whether or not the state would soon
wither away, the development of some sort of legal system was essential
to bring order out of chaos and confusion. This development, in one of its
more important aspects, took the form of new codes of criminal and civil
law and procedure. Soviet law was thus promulgated by men who, in
principle, denied the value of the legal form, but had to recant and to
restore it, adapting it to their goals. This about-face and the more formal
attitude towards the rules and norms of public order found a jurispruden-
tial justification in Lenin's statement: "A law is a political measure, it is
politics."24 This statement of the essence of law is consistent with the
orthodox theory formulated by Marx and Engels as to the purpose of law.
"According to this theory, law was merely part of the superstructure of
society, its content and purpose being determined by the economic basis
of society. For Marx and Engels law was an instrument by which the
ruling class kept itself in power." 5 This concept and theory of law was
maintained by the Soviet regime for 20 years after the Revolution, and it
has been said by some writers that the Soviet regime was not able to
formulate its own conception of law.
23. Timasheff, Soviet Law, 38 VA. L. REV. 871 (1952).
24. V. I. LENIN, Concerning a caricature of Marxism and concerning "imperialist"
economism, 23 SoclENIA (Collected Works) (4th ed., Moscow, 1949) 36, cited'in Part I,
HAZARD & SHAPIRO, THE SOVIET LEGAL SYSTEM 3 (1962).
25. Razi, supra note 17, at 784.
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Many writers in looking at this period of Soviet history and at its legal
system have reached essentially the same conclusion on the basic purpose
and theory of the whole Soviet legal system as that found in this state-
ment: "As the regime began to acquire more stability and authority, it
became bolder in applying the Marxian doctrine that regarded law as a
tool in the hands of the ruling class which could be used to regulate
society from above." 6 It is the writer's belief, which he hopes to sub-
stantiate later, that by failing to look beyond the theory supposedly held
by the Soviets that law has as its only purpose the keeping in power of the
ruling class, we fail to ascertain the real jurisprudential and sociological
aims and purposes which the Soviets sought to serve by law, by legal edu-
cation, and by their entire legal system during this period. It is here that
objectivity is needed. A spirit of objectivity should cause us to be wary
of accepting words at their face value; to remember that we are not exer-
cising a value judgment to determine how honestly or successfully the
Soviets carried out any true purposes to be served by law, but we are
merely trying to determine what the Soviets conceived those purposes to
be; and to remember that merely drawing comparisons with other legal
systems is a very poor road to any fruitful analysis. The following words
seem appropriate to the latter statement:
Elsewhere-everywhere-law has grown out of social life, in
society, being the product of a slow and progressive movement
to which generation after generation has made its contribution.
... Soviet law was improvised, wholly created, in order to put
into effect abstract conceptions of a radical character in the
building of a society as never existed before.2 7
It is true that if we look merely at some of the Soviet definitions and
statements of law without further analysis, we are justified in reaching
the conclusion that in Soviet theory, the only aim and purpose of law is to
keep in power the ruling class and enable that class to impose its will upon
society. For example, some Soviet writers have said that the only scientific
concept of law is found in this definition: "Thus, all law is the will of the
ruling class made into law, dependent in the last analysis upon the
material conditions of existence of that class. 28 Vyshinsky defined law
as follows: "Soviet law is the aggregate of the rules of conduct, estab-
lished in the form of statutes by the workers' government, reflecting their
will."'29 The Law Institute of the Soviet Academy of Sciences has said:
Law is a combination of the rules of behavior (norms), estab-
26. Shinn, supra note 20, at 614.
27. Razi, Around the World's Legal Systems, 6 How. L. J. 1, 5 (1960).
28. M. P. KAREVA, S. F. KECHEKiAN, A. S. FEDOSEEV and G. I. FEDKIN, TEORIIA
GOSUDARSTVA I PRAVA (The Theory of the State and Law) (Moscow, 1955) 69-71, quoted
in Part I, HAZARD & SHAPIRO, THE SOVIET LEGAL SYSTEM 6 (1962).
29. Id. at 7.
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lished or sanctioned by state authority, reflecting the will of the
ruling class-rules of behavior, whose application is assured by
the coercive power of the state for the purpose of protecting,
strengthening, and developing relationships and procedures suit-
able and beneficial to the ruling class.8"
If we look further than mere definitions and see what other Soviet
writers have said about law and a legal system, we perhaps will begin to
get a clearer picture of what the Soviets themselves conceive to be the
ultimate aims and purposes of law. As two Russian writers have said:
Soviet state law has played and continues to play a revolution-
ary role in the development and consolidation of the social regu-
lations and order desired by and beneficial to the working class.
Being one of the elements of the socialist legal superstructure, it
actively contributes to the development and consolidation of the
socialist basis. The norms of this law are directly aimed at
ensuring the undivided domination of the socialist system of
economy and socialist ownership of the instruments and means
of production which constitute the economic foundations of
Soviet society."'
Lenin stated a proposition that: "... every representative of the masses,
every citizen must be placed in conditions which would enable him to
participate in the discussion of the state laws, in the election of his repre-
sentatives and in putting the state laws into practice."3 2 Other Soviet
writers have said that having established its dictatorship, the working
class itself raises its will to the level of law and creates a legal system of
the highest type which reflects the fundamental interests of the toilers,
and that law serves the following purposes:
Socialist law is necessary to the working class first of all to
assist the springing up and development of socialist forms of
economy and for the limitation of, narrowing and eventually
complete liquidation of private capitalist forms of economy.
Under socialism law is necessary "... as a regulator (deter-
miner) of the distribution of products and distribution of labor
among the members of society." (Lenin).
Socialist law is necessary, further, to formulate and consoli-
date the principles of socialist democracy, to establish and secure
really democratic, socialist subjective rights of citizens.
30. Quoted in Hazard, Soviet Socialism and Due Process of Law, 48 MicH. L. REV.
1061, 1075 (1950).
31. DENISOV & KImICHENxO, SOVIET STATE LAW 17 (1960).
32. V. I. LENIN, WORKS, 4th Russ. ed., Vol. 27, p. 185, quoted in DENISOV & KIRICHENKO,
supra note 31, at 21.
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Socialist law is necessary to the working peoples to establish
socialist rules of order also in the sphere of family and societal
relationships (eliminating any consequences of the inequality
of women and men, etc.).
Finally, socialist law is necessary to establish and foster, as a
common element of behavior, measures of struggle against
infringement of the structure of socialist society and govern-
ment and of the socialist rules of order by which men live.
In summary, socialist law serves the task of strengthening
and developing those socialist rules of order that respond to the
objective historic needs of socialist reformation of society and
that serve the fundamental interests of the working masses
83
Concerning the period from shortly after the Revolution to the Stalin
era, one can make the following observations on the Soviet view of law
and a legal system and the purposes to be served by such system:
1. Law is positivistic in nature.
2. Law has no other value but as an instrument of socialist policy.
3. That single value of law is the only justification for a principle of
legality.
4. "The principle of legality means that the citizens and the bureau-
cracy must abide strictly by the Soviet laws. But the principle does not
bind the government and its organs. To accept the contrary would mean
to accept as superior to the rulers and the government the authority of
constitutional or moral principles, an idea Soviet theory rejects as being
consonant with natural law or to give effect to the principles of separation
of powers." 4
5. Law is a tool to keep the ruling class in power and to enable it to
impose its will upon society.
6. However, the ultimate purpose of law is to benefit the masses and
to assist in bringing about a completely Communist culture. The Soviet
concept of law during this period leads to certain conclusions: Man is an
end in himself; man should be free to develop himself to the fullest ex-
.tent; development to the fullest is possible only in a societal relationship;
the Communist society is the only one which permits that development;
until the goal of Communism is reached, law is necessary; law is made
33. N. G. ALEKSANDROV, F. I. KAunqcHEv, D. S. KAREv, A. L. NEDAVNII, V. A. Tu-
MANOV, A. F. SuEBANOV, OSNOvy TEORI GOSUDARSTVA I PRAVA (The Foundations of the
Theory of the State and of Law) (Moscow, 1960) 202-204, quoted in Part I, HAZARD &
SHPrao, THE SOVIET LEGAL SYSTEm 8-9 (1962).
34. Razi, supra note 27, at 13.
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and administered by the ruling class who act for the benefit of members
of the Communist society; law must first be strengthened and expanded
before it begins to fade away; law is thus temporary, expedient, man-
made, positivistic, and beneficial to all members of the society.
Era of Stalin
Although the era of Stalin, which stretched over a period of twenty-nine
years from his assumption in 1924 of control of the Communist Party to
his death in 1953, is the longest single period in Communist history, it is
at the same time the period most devoid of writings about Soviet legal
education, about theories of law, and about the Soviet legal system. There
are a number of reasons why this should be so but one reason seems
paramount. Stalin placed his philosophical mantle around the shoulders of
Vyshinsky and formally made him the official "court jurisprude." There-
after, all comments about law and legal theory came directly from
Vyshinsky or other writers and speakers merely echoed his thoughts. It is
to be remembered that although Winston Churchill did not coin his
famous phrase "The Iron Curtain" until many years later in a speech
delivered in Missouri, Stalin had rung down the curtain many years
earlier and had raised it only for limited periods of time and for limited
purposes. Consequently, the outside world had little direct information
about Soviet law and legal theory, and anything said about this era by
one who was not on the scene must to a large extent be conjectural and a
tentative conclusion only.
Vyshinsky in public speeches and in his writings continued to expound
the orthodox theories of law which had been laid down earlier. He con-
tinued to point to the same jurisprudential and sociological aims and
purposes for law which we have seen were extant during the post-revolu-
tion period. In a speech to the ad hoc Political Committee of the United
Nations General Assembly on November 22, 1948, he said: "Law has no
independent value. It is always a product of class mastery. It represents
the policy of the master or leading class. It is the tool of such a policy.""5
He rephrased Lenin's statement. "A law is a political measure, it is
politics," and said: "Law is an instrument of politics."36 In reaction to
those persons who created the impression that there was a basic incom-
patibility between a socialist economy and the legal profession, and in
answer to those who felt that any legal system should not be overly
developed as it would soon fall into disuse, he was sharply critical. As Mr.
John N. Hazard said:
He criticizes the Soviet writers of an earlier day who argued
that there was no room for lawyers under the Soviet System. He
says that attempts to exclude lawyers from legal procedure were
35. Quoted in Razi, supra note 27, at 5.
36. Time, Aug. 30, 1948.
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based upon a failure to understand the role and task of the
Soviet lawyer."7
Despite the fact that on their face Vyshinsky's statements about
theories of law are compatible with those which existed during the Pre-
Stalin period, there is a sharp difference between the two, at least in the
application of these theories. In the earlier period, law was stated often to
be a tool of the ruling class, an instrument of power, a means to regulate
the masses, etc., but the larger purpose to be served, the ultimate goal,
the theoretical justification for law which underlay all these statements
was recognized, either overtly or covertly, as being a means for the indi-
vidual to achieve a better life. The purpose of law, and thus of all phases
of the legal system including legal education, was essentially individualis-
tic. During the period of Stalin, the language expressing legal theory may
have been essentially the same but the purpose of law ceased to be indi-
vidualistic. Little or no concern was given to the individual during this
period. The legal system and all of its subdivisions and institutions
existed to help the state achieve its objectives. It may be argued that the
ultimate purposes as well as the language nevertheless remained the same
because the individual could benefit only if the State achieved its ob-
jectives, these being for the individual's benefit. That argument might be
valid in another context, but it cannot be applied to Stalin's "reign." From
the view that the only theoretical justification for law is as a means to help
the government achieve its objectives, Stalin soon, and increasingly to the
end of his life, made himself the determiner of what those objectives
should be, and thus law soon became for him an instrument of personal
power and a vehicle of personal revenge.
That Stalin should have begun his career with the idea that the aims
and purposes to be served by law were identical with the aims and pur-
poses of society as a whole rather than identical with the aims and pur-
poses of individuals should not be too surprising when we remember some
of his early creedal statements. As Hazard and Shapiro point out:
Joseph Stalin, when still a young revolutionary struggling
against the Russian Tsar in his native Georgia at the southern
tip of the Russian Empire summed up his creed in 1906 by say-
ing, "The keystone of Marxism is the mass, whose liberation, in
its opinion, is the basic prerequisite for the liberation of the indi-
vidual. This means that in the opinion of Marxism the liberation
of the individual is impossible until the mass has been liber-
ated. Hence its slogan, 'Everything for the mass.' -.I
Stalin had ample historical justification for his creed. Lenin had said
earlier:
37. Hazard, The Lawyer Under Socialism, 1946 Wis. L. REV. 90, 100.
38. Part I, HAZAR.D & SHAPIRo, THE SOVIET LEGAL SYSTEM 12 (1962).
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I have discussed soberly and categorically which is better, to
put in prison several tens or hundreds of instigators, guilty or
not guilty or to lose thousands of Red Army men and workers?
The first is better. And let me be accused of any mortal sin
whatever and of violating freedom-I admit myself guilty,
but the interests of the workers will win out.39
Thus, "For Stalin preservation of the community, organized in the image
he thought necessary to the achievement of Marxist socialism, was the
major task, and he set his hand to creating a legal system that had that
as its aim."4
Post-Stalin to the Present
We have seen that immediately following the Revolution, legal educa-
tion suffered from inattention, the legal system was a haphazard one, and
that no concrete theory of law emerged in this period; that in the period
preceding Stalin a legal system was developed, law was given a more im-
portant role, and law found its theoretical justification in writings which,
although proclaiming it a tool of the ruling class, implied that law was a
man-made device for the betterment of the individual; and that during
the era of Stalin, the legal system was further developed, but the role of
law changed and it became an instrument of power for the State which,
to Stalin, meant an instrument of power for himself.
More than one writer has commented upon the stability of Soviet law
in the period following the death of Stalin and even for periods before that
event. Stanford says: "The law, in the Soviet Union as in the United
States, is something fairly stable but needs changing from time to time to
meet new situations and to reflect the thinking of those whose job it is to
administer it."' Another writer said in 1952: "Soviet law is now 35 years
old, and for the past 10 years has been remarkably static."42 Whether or
not it is true that Soviet law is fairly stable, we should not lose sight of
the fact that within the framework of stability there may occur shifts in
the aims and purposes to be served by such law. The contents of the laws
of any culture will to some extent, etther affirmatively or inferentially,
reveal the domestic problems of that culture and the purposes and aims
which that culture seeks to serve by its laws. There may, however, occur
changes in the purposes and aims to a considerable degree without
corresponding changes in the content of the law. It is suggested that this
situation was brought about shortly after Stalin's death and that the
shifting of emphasis from certain goals to be served by law to other goals
is continuing at the present time and will continue in the future.
39. Id. at 13.
40. Id. at 12.
41. Stanford, A Look at Russian Law, Case and Comment, Mar.-Apr. 1960, p. 3.
42. Timasheff, supra note 23, at 872.
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It certainly is true that the Soviets did not announce to the world any
changes in purpose by repudiating the theoretical justification for law laid
down by Marx, Engels, and Lenin, and which continued to be expounded
officially during the Pre-Stalin and Stalin periods. Many writers, both
Soviet and non-Soviet, have indicated that the major theory of the role of
law continued to be that law is an instrument of the ruling class to enable
it to carry out the policy of the government and of the Communist Party.
Razi says of legal and other education: "Education is provided to meet
the needs of the government."4 A distinguished visitor to the Soviet
Union made this observation upon his return:
The machinery is changed, but the viewpoint remains the
same. The individual is still a creature of the state. He has no
good except the good of the state. Any distortion of the prin-
ciples of justice may be rationalized by saying that it is neces-
sary for the preservation of the state. 44
One of the best qualified observers of the Soviet scene has said:
Law as the handmaiden of the state is the tool with which it
guides, preserves order and chastizes. Its aspects are many but
they may be placed in two general categories: the measures
necessary to eliminate enemies of the economic and political
program enunciated by the agencies of the state, and the meas-
ures necessary to guide society toward that goal of economic
abundance and inherently disciplined living on the part of every
citizen which will make the state as an apparatus of compulsion
unnecessary.45
Two Russian authors, speaking on Soviet constitutional law, have said:
The norms of Soviet state law enjoy incontestable authority.
The authority of Soviet constitutional law is to be explained,
above all, by the fact that they fully express the will of the
Soviet people and are based on the directives of the Communist
Party, the leading and guiding force of Soviet society.46
Mr. N.N. Poliansky, another Russian, expressed this thought:
The policy of the Soviet regime, always subordinated to one
and the same supreme task, always remaining a concentrated
expression of economics, is compounded of measures which vary
in accordance with historical conditions .... Just as policy is a
43. Razi, supra note 17, at 781.
44. Maxwell, A Contrast in Viewpoint: Lawyers in the United States and Russia, 43
A.B.A.J. 219, 220 (1957).
45. Hazard, The Trend of Law in the U.S.S.R., 1947 WIs. L. REv. 223.
46. DENmsov & KIacimNxo, supra note 31, at 18.
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concentrated expression of economics, so laws are a concen-
trated expression of policy.47
Razi has made a number of comments on the purpose of law as a servant
of the policy of the state:
Indeed, in the Soviet system, law is in the service of the policy
of the state, of the political philosophy and objectives of the rul-
ing Communist Party.
'It is the policy alone,' says the Soviet jurist Trainin, 'that
decides the essence, the character, the direction and the form of
the law, formulated by the State.'
(quoting another jurist) "The form of Soviet law as law
differing in principle from bourgeois law is expressed, not in
terminology but in its political character.... Terms of bourgeois
legislation are found in separate articles of Soviet statutes and
in statutes in their entirety. That, however, is not the point. The
essence of the matter is that the Soviet character of the Soviet
form of the law is expressed.., in its political character, in its
socialist content."
... the function of law is a well defined one. It must assure
the observance of the plans by which the government pursues
the realization of its economic and political objectives.48
The following lines by Professor Rene David sum up the Soviet concep-
tion of law as an instrument of policy with particular clarity:
Law is just a means; it is not an end. It has no value in itself;
the only thing that counts is the triumph of socialism. As long as
law can be useful for the achievement of this end it is used, and
in the present phase it is used to a considerable extent; the es-
tablishment of a socialist order requires an iron discipline, and
the principle of socialist integrity is forcefully asserted. It would
be absurd, however, to sacrifice the end to the means. judicial
trials are not the only means to solve disputes. This expensive
and slow means can, if necessary, be substituted by other means
more expeditious . . . . Especially in the field of criminal law
it would be advantageous to take decisions outside the law and
the judicial forms. Law has no other value but as an instrument
of socialist policy; the principle of legality has only this justifi-
cation. If the circumstances require it, decisions will be taken
without regard to the law, which is not revered as it is in the
47. Poliansky, The Soviet Criminal Court as a Conductor of the Policy of the Soviet
Regime, CURRENT DIGEST OF THE SOVIET PRESS, Mar. 22, 1952, pp. 8-11.
48. Razi, supra note 27, at 4-5
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bourgeois countries; administration of justice according to
certain forms no longer appears to be an ineluctable necessity
.... The maintenance in power by the regime... may ask for
other forms of government than that based on law; it is a
political question to know which form is better. 9
Despite the fact that the language used to express the theory of law is
the same as in the two previous periods analyzed, and despite the
plethora of material pointing to the purposes of law as an instrument of
policy, it seems that there has been a shift of emphasis on the particular
purposes to be served by law. Three of these purposes are: (1) the use of
law as an instrument for the direct good of the individual as opposed to
the use of law for the direct good of the State only; (2) the use of law
and even extra-legal institutions to involve the citizen in the processes of
his government; and (3) the use of law as a teaching tool, a pedagogic
purpose which has not been demonstrated before this period to any dis-
cernible extent.
Three years after the death of Stalin, Khrushchev, in a speech to the
20th Communist Party Congress, criticized the rigid and dictatorial reins
which Stalin had held on the state, the Party, and the people, and called
for an end to the "cult of the individual." He later also called for an end
to the theory that the state would not "wither away" and called for im-
mediate steps to be taken to begin this process. In a report to the 21st
Communist Party Congress in 1959, Khrushchev said:
Marxism-Leninism teaches that under Communism the state
will whither away and that the functions of public administra-
tion will lose their political character and will turn into manage-
ment of society's affairs directly by the people .... 50
As a corollary to the disappearance of the cult of the individual, there
appeared a recognition of more and more concern for the individual.
There was, in effect, more emphasis, in law and elsewhere, placed upon the
individual and his rights and less emphasis was placed upon the rights of
the State. How much of this greater individual freedom can be attributed
to an attempt to offset internal problems and appease the people, and how
much can be attributed to a true shift of purposes for law is not clear. At
least in the few reported cases the individual seems to be getting more
freedom and more protection against the Soviet monolith. As one writer
said:
The Law Reports-where only an insignificant number of
cases is published-are full of cases where the Supreme Court
49. Quoted in Razi, supra note 27, at 12-13.
50. N. S. KHRUSHCHEV, "Problems of Theory" Report to the XXI Extraordinary Con-
gress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, January 27, 1959, Pravda, January
28, 1959, quoted in HAzARD & SisAPIo, supra note 38, at 15.
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of the U.S.S.R. decides in favor of a poor worker, widow, or an
orphan, in affairs of negligible importance, a cow, a goat, or a
few rubles, protecting these humble people against a kolkhoz
President or other bureaucrat.5
During this period, the lawyer also achieved more importance in the
scheme of things, but his fate probably will continue to be that expressed
in these words:
The conclusion seems warranted that, under Soviet socialism,
law and the lawyer have places of distinct importance from
which they are pushed during times of crisis, but which they
regain during times when security seems assured.52
With the cult of the individual under attack and with the private citizen
being granted what appears to be more and more freedom vis a vis his
government, can we predict with any degree of certainty a shift in the
major legal theory which made possible Stalin's cult of the individual?
Perhaps it would be foolhardy to expect any outright repudiation of the
basic theory that law has as its purpose the keeping in power of the ruling
class so that it may impose its will upon society, but it would have been
equally foolish to predict that Khrushchev would attack Stalin in the
manner he did. If such a major shift in theory reasonably cannot be
expected, it would seem almost inevitable that, if the Soviets continue
along their present path, more emphasis will be put on the theory of law
as a device for the betterment of the individual. The attack on the prior
held theories probably will not be directed frontally against Marx, Lenin,
and Engels, but will come indirectly by attacking Stalin's legal philoso-
phy spokesman, Vyshinsky. So far, in Soviet writings there has been
only a hint of what may soon appear in abundance. A Soviet Doctor of
Jurisprudence, D. Karev, recently wrote: "His (i.e., Stalin's) pronounce-
ments that the primary concern of socialist law was to safeguard public
socialist property led in theory and practice to a lessening of regard for
the protection of the individual and of civil rights," and, "A start has
thereby been made on ridding legal science of what A.N. Shelepin, in
his report to the 22nd Party Congress, called the 'heavy weight' of
Vyshinsky's 'theoretical' studies." 3 It is for the foregoing reasons, inter
alia, that the writer does not entirely agree with the pessimistic view that:
Despite the improvement of the political climate in the Soviet
Union in recent years it would, therefore, be unrealistic to ex-
pect the establishment of any rule of law in the Soviet world in
the immediate future. As long as the very definition of law in the
51. Razi, supra note 27, at 17.
52. Hazard, supra note 37, at 101.
53. KAREv, Eradicate the Consequences of the Cult of the Individual in Soviet Legal
Science, CuREENT DIGEST OF THE SoVIET PRESS, June 20, 1962, 21.
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Soviet Union continues to emphasize the idea that law is a poli-
tical instrument of the State and of the ruling class, political and
social expediency will dictate the course taken by Soviet law
and by all institutions connected with Soviet justice, the Bar
included. 4
Closely allied to the shift in purposes which gave greater recognition
to the individual was the involvement of the individual in the processes of
his government and in securing his participation in non-governmental
regulatory bodies. This has been a fairly recent development. As one
speaker said:
In the first six years after Stalin's death, and more partic-
ularly between 1956 and 1959, Soviet legal institutions were
reviewed and revised. It is to this period, and the time of the
often-underestimated Twenty-first Party Congress in early
1959, that we may look for the main initiatives in the estab-
lishment of extra-judicial institutions of law enforcement, of
which the principal varieties are the comrades' courts, the anti-
parasite tribunals, and the peoples' volunteer police. 5
We do not know the exact reasons why the Communist rulers decided
to involve the people more directly in the processes of government and
in participation in regulatory bodies of a non-governmental nature. Per-
haps this was in keeping with Khrushchev's demand for the "withering
away" process to begin; perhaps it was a less costly way to administer
sanctions for anti-social behavior. We simply do not know. One writer
phrased it this way:
Foreign observers have debated the importance of the 1958
reforms in Soviet substantive and procedural law. We do not
know what Soviet opinion was. Published Soviet comment, apart
from ritual panegyric, shows a growing concern over the state
of public order and the concern may have been increased by
fears that the Law was becoming too "legal" to cope with the
current problems.5"
The most striking development which has come out of the post-Stalin
period is the recognition by the Soviets that law can serve a very useful
purpose as a device to orient the people and to direct them toward the
ultimate Communist goals. It is not suggested that this purpose has re-
placed the theory that law is a tool of the ruling class. In fact, it could
be subsumed under that broader purpose, but its appearance was such a
radical departure from past thinking on the theory of law that it repre-
54. Razi, supra note 17, at 804.
55. Lipson, Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, New York
City, September 4-7, 1963.
56. Ibid.
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sents a new direction for legal education and the entire Soviet legal sys-
tem. From all indications it may be expected that this purpose to be
served by law will remain important in the Soviet scheme until the Com-
munist goals have been reached. Many writers have commented upon
the appearance in Soviet legal thinking of this pedagogic purpose to be
served by law. A few quotations will show the impact which this change
in thinking has had upon some observers of the Soviet scene. Razi said:
"In the West we are satisfied if law is obeyed. The Soviets are more de-
manding. People must be convinced that Soviet law is good and the only
good one. . . ."'I and, "In the Soviet Union, all legal materials also are
supposed to bring eloquent evidence of the fairness of Soviet justice and
of the wisdom of Soviet legal solutions or theories."58 In another con-
text the same author said:
With the beginning of the quinquennial plans, the Party realized
that law could be used for protecting and strengthening its eco-
nomic programs, as a weapon for the achievement of political
objectives and also as a device for indoctrination and propa-
ganda in favor of the regime.' 9
. . . while in the West the idea presiding over legal education
is the supremacy of the law, the purpose of Soviet legal educa-
tion is to train people how to use law to obtain the objectives of
the Party and the Government."
Another observer said:
[.. Law came to be increasingly regarded as a tool which
the Communist leaders could use in guiding society along the
path they had chosen for it to follow."
. . . the Soviets continue to regard their law as a means for
breaking down the old traditions and for educating Soviet citi-
zens in the spirit of a new social organization.62
Now that the Soviets have made propaganda a purpose of law and if
it proves effective for that purpose, it can be expected that such purpose
will be retained and will be intensified in the near future.
EFFECTIVENESS OF SOVIET LEGAL EDUCATION
From the discussion in the first two parts of this article, it would ap-
pear that while there have been changing trends in legal education from
the Revolution to the present time and while the purposes and aims to
57. Razi, supra note 27, at 14.
58. Id. at 17.
59. Razi, supra note 17, at 784.
60. Id. at 803.
61. Shinn, supra note 20, at 615.
62. Id. at 621.
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be served by law have not remained static, the major theoretical jus-
tification for law in the Soviet Union has not been altered radically to
the present moment. Now, as before, law is not an end in itself; it has
no value other than as a tool by which the ruling class maintains itself
in power and is able to lead and direct the people along the path the
Communist Party leaders have chosen for society to go. With that pur-
pose in mind, we can raise the question: How effective has Soviet legal
education been in achieving and training lawyers to achieve that purpose?
The question is not "How good is Soviet legal education?" The latter
suggests a value judgment resting on some standard external to the So-
viet system to a greater degree than does the former question. The
effectiveness of Soviet legal education will be judged against the criterion,
the purpose, established by the Soviets themselves.
The student who is admitted to the study of law is expected to pro-
mote the objectives and ideology of the Soviet State. From the curricula
discussed in Part I. of this article it can be seen that they are devised
to instill in the student this attitude and to assure that upon his gradua-
tion, the new lawyer will be so imbued with Soviet ideology that he will
use his legal training to further the interests of the Government and the
Party. How successful this indoctrination is during law school we do not
know. We do not know, and probably could not find out even in personal
interviews, how effectively the student has been led by Soviet legal edu-
cation to identify with the orthodox theory of law.
If we search for an answer to our question in the writings of lawyers
after graduation from law school, we will fare little better than in look-
ing at the law student. Legal writings are not a free flow of the author's
ideas and we cannot know whether he speaks his mind or merely parrots
the approved theory, the latter being much more probable. Of course, to
a slight degree at least, the absence of writings critical of the official
theory of law is some indication that the lawyer's legal education has
been successful in indoctrinating him into the Soviet mold. Our answer,
however, can only be inconclusive on the basis of the available writings.
As Timasheff has said: "Legal publications are poor and servile; their
main purpose is that of repeating and expanding that which just had
been said in the Kremlin. The authority of Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Stalin has replaced that of the great jurists of the past, Roman, Western,
or Russian.' 63 Much the same idea was expressed by another writer in
these words:
In legal writings of all kinds (textbooks, magazine articles
and book reviews) and in all areas (e.g., theory of state and
law, civil law and procedure) the authors quote the words of
the teachers of the official philosophy of the Soviet State as
63. Timasheff, Soviet Law, 38 VA. L. REV. 871, 876 (1952).
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often as possible to prove that they expound the subject matter
according to the orthodox views of Marxism-Leninism and that
reality fits into theory, so as to obtain the imprimatur of the
authorities. * * * The test of . . . success, if not . . . truth, is
the extent to which it serves the interests of the Soviet Union
as defined by the Party. The story of legal education in the So-
viet Union has been no exception to this rule.64
If we cannot ascertain by looking at the attitude of law students or
at the available legal writings how effective Soviet legal education is,
perhaps we can find the answer by looking at the Soviet lawyer in his
practice. We must rely on some observer for our information, and one
such person has written:
It is difficult for an outsider to understand how a Soviet law-
yer determines the extent to which he can oppose the prosecu-
tion in a criminal case or press a civil claim against a state
agency. The records are full of such instances where lawyers
have been active on the side opposed to the prosecution and in
pressing claims against state agencies. American visitors to the
U.S.S.R. have sometimes visited courts and witnessed lawyers
before the bench. No Soviet lawyers have yet written biogra-
phies or discussed such 'matters, but they have developed their
thoughts in conversation. From personal acquaintance with a
good number of Soviet lawyers, it would seem that their posi-
tion might be phrased in the following terms:
The State is necessary to guide society to the economy of
abundance and an orderly way of life. Since all mankind is ex-
pected ultimately to benefit from this transition, great sacrifices
can be demanded today in expectation of a better tomorrow.
The sacrifices may, in times of severe crisis, such as a war or
pressing of collectivization of agriculture, include disregard of
procedural rules designed to protect individuals. At such times
preservation of the State is paramount. When the severe crisis
has been weathered, procedural rules will be enforced more
strictly because in the last analysis the State, and, therefore,
ultimately society, will benefit. One of the rules of procedure is
that a party before a court has a right to an attorney. An honest
attorney will introduce evidence which will help the court to
determine the truth in a situation. An attorney will never at-
tempt to prove something which he knows to be false. If he is
convinced that his client has no grounds for suit in a civil case,
he will withdraw. If he is convinced that his client is guilty in
64. Razi, Legal Education and the Role of the Lawyer in the Soviet Union and the
Countries of Eastern Europe, 48 CALIF. L. REV. 776, 782-83 (1960).
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a criminal case, he will continue, but not in order to attempt to
prove innocence. His task is to introduce evidence and bring out
circumstances which will aid the court in deciding appropriate
penalties-neither too mild nor too severe. Either direction will
cause the public present at the trial to lose confidence in the
court.6"
If the author of the foregoing is right in his assessment of the position
of Soviet lawyers, and there is no reason to doubt him, then it would
seem that Soviet legal education has been very effective indeed. The
lawyer would seem to identify with the State, not his client. This can be
most easily explained on the basis that the lawyer, like others in the
Soviet Union, has been educated to see that law has value only if it
serves the interests of the State.
While a professor of law in this country can only applaud the effective-
ness with which Soviet legal education fulfills its assigned purpose, he
can only deplore that the purpose is not a more noble one, and that it
finds its philosophical and jurisprudential origin and justification in the
purely secular and material.
65. Hazard, Law Practice in Russia: The Organized Bar in the U.S.S.R., 35 A.B.A.J.
177, 269 (1949).
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